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SPEAKING SUCCESSFULLY &
PRESENTING PERSUASIVELY
with Alan Youngson

*Alan Youngson, an award winning speaker, holds academic and professional 
qualifications: B.A.(Hons.) English & Drama; B.Ed. specialist Speech & 
Drama Teacher of 20 years; Certificate IV TAE (Workplace Trainer-Assessor-
Educator); Certified Personal & Business Coach for Leaders, Managers, 
Speakers, Presenters and Performers. 25 years as a Theatre Manager & 
Director-Presenter of 97 shows; showcasing many Professional Speakers.

People who speak in public are 
often not aware of their bad 

presentation and speaking habits. 
That is until they see themselves on 
DVD, film or videotape!
The annoying behaviours exposed 
include: using repeated filler words 
[um, ah, like, you know]; avoiding 
eye contact with audiences; looking 
at your notes constantly; clenching 
hands into fists; putting hands in 
and out of pockets, absentmindedly 
fidgeting with glasses, hair or 
jewellery; and gripping the lectern 
on both sides like a person on a life 
raft aboard the Titanic! 
Whatever it is, it’s done without 
conscious thought and has turned 
into a bad habit - often a reaction 
to nervousness, fear or being 
under-prepared.
“Since habits are simply actions 
that are done so frequently they 
become involuntary, they don’t 
have to be inherently bad. Luckily, 
the same pattern of frequent 
repetition can lead to good 
habits.”, Kathy Reiffenstein.
1. Become conscious of your 

habits which are distracting 
to audiences. What triggers 

produce the undesirable 
behaviour(s)?

2. Determine the desired 
replacement behaviour. If 
unsure, google presentation 
skills or join a Toastmasters/
Rostrum Club or find a qualified 
speech and presentation coach. 

3. Pick one major habit to work on 
that will have the most positive 
impact on your presentations if 
you change it. eg eye contact.

4. Write down a description of 
the bad habit and commit to 
changing it into a good habit. 
This creates accountability. 

5. Be consistent and keep focus 
on all situations. The bad 
speaking habit you’re working 
to change may be prevalent in 
meetings and conversations as 
well as in formal presentations. 

6. Engage in positive self-talk 
and visualization. “When I 
eliminate these bad habits from 
my presentations, I will sound 
more professional, confident 
and credible.” 

7. Reward yourself when you 
successfully demonstrate the 
desired behaviour.

BREAK 7 BAD HABITS THAT DAMAGE GOOD 
SPEECHES AND PRESENTATIONS 

Umm....Ah...Like...You know?


